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A destination full of surprises...
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Specialized Forms of Tourism in
Loutraki:
Health & Wellness Tourism
Religious tourism
Sports tourism
Leisure & Entertainment
Congress tourism

Loutraki -the TOP
tourist destination
in Peloponnese
Loutraki, the gate of Mythical
Peloponnese, is a unique destination,
ideal for tourism on a year-round basis,
located 80km from the city of Athens
and 3km from Korinthos. Loutraki is the
top tourist destination in Peloponnese
comprising a set of singular features
inclusively:

Gastronomic tourism
Marine tourism
Ecotourism/Nature loving
tourism
1. Proximity to Athens & the Eleftherios Venizelos
International airport .
2. Proximity to the most important archaeological sites of Central Greece.
3. The mild Mediterranean climate, the crystal clear sea water and the beautiful beaches
combined with a fascinating natural environment, blended by the coexistence of
mountain - sea.
4. The significant tourist infrastructure that presents a total of 50 hotels & 5.000 beds.
5. The luxurious, Loutraki Casino, the largest one in Europe.
6. The state of the art, Loutraki Municipal Thermal Spa
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Maps & Useful Information

Accommodation

Dear visitor,
On behalf of the entire Municipality of Loutraki, P.-Ag.Th., it is my pleasure to welcome you on a
virtual tour to our destination through the Official Digital Tourist Guide, a tool that aims to serve as
a navigation control panel during your stay in our area.

Food & Drinks
Spa
Nightlife
Casino

If you are visiting Loutraki for the first time, this booklet will help you get started with our destination
by showcasing the top attractions, the archaeological and cultural heritage of our area and provide you
with useful tips for making the most of your trip and practical advice on getting around the town.

Archaelogical Sites & Landmarks
The Religious Experience

Loutraki is a destination full of pleasant surprises ideal for tourism on a year-round basis. Whether
you are visiting on Summer or Winter time, whether you are visiting for a weekend or for 5 – 7 days,
or even more, Loutraki is always packed with events, activities, festivals, sports cups and tournaments,
exhibitions and entertainment. For inspiration and the latest tips including accommodation options,
bars and restaurants or special activities go to the respective sections on this guide.

Sports & Activities
Nature Loving Tourism

For further info, visit the Official Tourist website www.visitloutraki.com or download the application
Visit Loutraki on your smartphone or tablet, available both for Android and IOS systems.
I wish you an enjoyable stay in our town.

Best regards,
Giorgos Gkionis
Mayor of Loutraki, P. - Ag.Th.

Beaches & Islands
Festivals & Events
Themed Businesses & Venues
Travel Agencies & Car rental

48hours in Loutraki
Trips Nearby
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Map & Useful Info

MUNICIPALITY OF LOUTRAKI PERACHORA - AGIOI THEODOROI
+3027440-69000
www.loutraki-agioitheodoroi.gr

LOUTRAKI BUS STATION
+3027440-22262
www.ktelkorinthias.gr
LOUTRAKI HEALTH CENTRE
+3027443-60000
www.hospkorinthos.gr
LOUTRAKI CITIZEN SERVICE CENTRE
+3027443-60200
www.loutraki-agioitheodoroi.gr
LOUTRAKI TAXI ( RADIO-TAXI )
+3027440-61000
LOUTRAKI TOURIST INFO
+3027440-68136
www.visitloutraki.com
AGIOI THEODOROI TAXI
+3027410-68200

AGIOI THEODOROI POLICE STATION
+3027410-67222
PERAHORA FIRE BRIGADE STATION
+3027440-79125
ISTHMOS BUS STATION
+3027410-73987
CORINTH PORT
+3027410-28888
CORINTH CANAL
+3027410-37500, 38050
EL.VENIZELOS NATIONAL AIRPORT
+30210-3530000
https://www.aia.gr/traveler
CORINTH SUBURBAN
RAILWAY STATION
1110
www.trainose.gr
ATHENS BUS STATION
+30210-5124910

Map & Useful Info

LOUTRAKI POLICE STATION
+3027440-63000

AGIOI THEODOROI MULTI-CLINIC
+3027410-62444
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A world of leisure, entertainment and
relaxation, the 5* beach resort Club
Hotel Casino Loutraki offers luxury,
style, unrivalled quality of service and
countless options for relaxation.

Info
Affordable luxury can be found almost
everywhere in Loutraki, with a variety
of hotel types available, business hotels,
beach hotels, boutique hotels, bed
and breakfast and budget hotels.

The Hotel complex boasts 255 rooms and 20
different style luxury suites with a handful of
restaurants serving gourmet delicacies ranging
from Greek and Mediterranean to seafood and
sushi, swimming pools, Wellness and Fitness
centre with sea view and a state-of the-art
Conference centre that will definitely ensure
a pleasant stay either for holidays or for
business.
www.clubhotelloutraki.gr

+30 27440 60300

ACCOMMODATION

Loutraki offers a wide range of top quality
accommodation facilities. Immerse into luxurious
amenities by staying in one of Loutraki’s five star
deluxe hotels and relish an upscale experience.
Tailor your vacation according to your needs by
renting a self-catering apartment or studio.
Enjoy nature to the fullest by staying in a camp site.
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AEGEAN VIEW VILLA
Block of 6 appartments with pool, 2 parkings near
the forest, sea view, fully equiped with Led TV,
satellite TV, air-condition, fully equiped kitchen,
big balcony or private garden.

4th klm Athens-Perackora
www.aegeanvilla.gr

+30 27440693777

Poseidon Hotel Resort is located
where the blue horizon of the
Corinthian Gulf meets the beauty of
the landscape.
Luxury and tranquility, warm and cordial service
combined with the unique surroundings will
make all your dreams come true. Designed
with respect to Greek architecture, the
beachfront resort has comprised the natural
beauty of the olive and pine trees, together
with the endless blue colors.
The hotel, features 320 luxurious
accommodation choices, fine dining in the 5
restaurants, a modern Conference Centre for
450 people and various facilities for sports,
Spa treatments and children services.
www.poseidonresort.gr

+30 27440 67938

Hotel afrodite is a family hotel located in the center
of loutraki 70m from the sea side renovated full with
greek restaurant and special cocktails from the main
bar of hotel.

P. Tsaldari 17, Loutraki

+30 2744062427

AIGLI HOTEL
Affordable Accommodation, Value for Money,
Marvelous location for both relaxation and fun!
The beachfront Aegli Hotel enjoys a central location,
right across the Loutrki Thermal Spa, 200 meters
from the harbor of Loutraki and within a short walk
from bars, taverns and mini markets. It offers rooms
with views over the sea or pool and serves buffet
breakfast in the morning.
G. Lekka 15

+30 2744022344 www.hotel-egli.gr

ACCOMMODATION

ACCOMMODATION

AFRODITE HOTEL
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AKTI HOTEL

HOTEL BRETAGNE

The Ultimate Harmony of Luxury & Nature.

Central Hotel (accommodation & breakfast),
situated 35 meters from the beach of Loutraki.

Located in the center of loutraki in front of the
seaside next to the park pleasant and friendly
location combination of elegance of old and new
fashion with wonderful sunset view.

The family-run Hotel Bretagne is right next to the
Thermal Spa Center. It offers air-conditioned rooms
with free Wi-Fi, TV, fridge and balcony.
Each is fitted with double-glazed windows and
electric shutters and has a private bathroom
with shower.

G. Lekka 5, Loutraki

+30 27440 22338

+302744022349

28, Georgiou Lekka Street

CENTRAL HOTEL

The Ultimate Harmony of Luxury & Nature.
The Armonia Villas are situated 15 km from the town
of Loutraki, built at a high spot with a panoramic view
over the salt-water lake of Vouliagmeni and the
Corinthian Gulf.

An "oasis" just in the center of the town!
Central Hotel is located in the center, next to
evrything, 50 meters aways from the beach.
The hotel is fully renovated and welcomes its
guests in a new, modern atmosphere, with the
fresh and always "up-to-date" services.

Oniron & Paramithion, 3
www.villa-armonia.com

El Venizelou 35
www.mantashotels.gr

+30 6937363330
Villa Armonia

+30 27440-22510

HOTEL BAKOS

HOTEL CRISTINA MARIS

The Ultimate Harmony of Luxury & Nature.

Hotel Cristina Maris is on Loutraki’s seaside,
very close to the center of the city and the
Casino.

Hotel Bakos is a completely renovated family Hotel
in the centre of Loutraki only 75m from the beach
and 150m from the town centre, in a quiet
neighbourhood. The Bakos family invites you to spend
your holidays or business trip in our hotel in a friendly,
clean and quiet atmosphere.
Ekonomou 4, Loutraki
www.hotelbakos.gr

+30 2744 065130

On-site facilities include swimming pool, organized
beach,and sauna and parking is freely available.

77 Posidonos Avenue, Loutraki
www.cristinamaris.gr

+3027440 69490

ACCOMMODATION

ACCOMMODATION

VILLA ARMONIA
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Relaxing colors, great views from spacious balconies,
excellent bedding, modern bathroom and a small
kitchenette, guaranty your comfortable stay.
Additionally one can enjoy free high speed Wi-Fi
with full coverage and a spacious parking available,
free of charge, for all guests.

Kalamaki Beach is the ideal Peloponnese
Family resort for relaxing stay in front of the
sea.
Near Corinth Canal & Epidaurus Ancient Theatre
Epidaurus offers a choice of nearby a
rchaeological sites.

+30 27440 66738
99 Poseidonos Str.
www.diolkos-studios.com

Isthmia, GR20100
www.kalamakibeach.gr

GALAXY HOTEL

HΟΤΕL MANTAS

We are a family-run hotel at the edge of the
city only 40 meters away from the beach and
1,5 kilometers of the city center.
We are customers oriented and looking forward
to make sure you will have a great time!

Neraidas 7, Loutraki
www.hotel-galaxy.net

+30 2744028715
GalaxyHotel

ILION BOUTIQUE HOTEL
Warm, friendly & family atmosphere.
Central family hotel with 24 rooms fully renovated
with spacious & comfortable bedrooms. Located
100m. from the beach and nearby the Thermal Spa.

EL. Benizelou 50, Loutraki

+302744067928
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+3027410 37653 - 6

The 4-stars hotel next to anything you may
desire!
30 meters from the center, 70 from the beach.
The perfect starting point to discover the area.
Our rooms are designed to satisfy the modern
requirements of our guest. The restaurant, the
the roof garden and our services, as a whole,
make the hotel ideal for everyone.
Damaskinou Str. 1 and Ekonomou
+30 27410-91220 www.mantashotels.gr

MANTAS BAY APARTMENTS
10 interdependent bungalows just in front of
the "Blue Lake".
The "Mantas Bay" is a complex of 10 autonomous
bangalows with garden and amazing view.
Every apartment is unique and designed according
to the traditional architecture, fully eqquiped, with
fireplace, airconditioning, beach bar, tavern.15
minutes distance from Loutraki!
Heraion Lake, Vouliagmeni
www.mantashotels.gr

+30 27410-91220

ACCOMMODATION

ACCOMMODATION
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KALAMAKI BEACH HOTEL

DIOLKOS STUDIOS
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HOTEL "MANTAS SEASIDE"

HOTEL PARK

Sea & City life at your doorstep!

Excellent view, Great Buffet breakfast,
family hotel, Free Wi-Fi

"Mantas Seaside' hotel is just in front of the
cosmopolitan beach of the town. The town-center
is 70 meters away. The rooms are designed in order
to provide the relaxation that the visitor needs.
The services and the view make the hotel one of
the most privileged in the town.
+30 27440-28173

Park Hotel is situated in the most famous spa
town of Greece: Loutraki. Our hotel can certainly
offer you its long experience, for a comfortable
accommodation which includes excellent service!

8 G.Lekkas Av.

+30 27440 22270,

LoutrakiParkHotelGreece

www.hotelpark.com.gr

HOTEL MARION

HOTEL PLAZA

An old time classic hotel in a beautiful area!

A City hotel in the heart of the Loutraki!

On the beach with beautiful rooms sea view for a
pleasant & enjoyable stay. Free parking and
50m distance from Spa with discount for the
customers.

Hotel Plaza is located in the heart of the town, 20
meters from the sea and just a breath away from the
tourist and merchant shops, sea food and restaurants
of the city

G.Lekka 36
www.loutrakimarion.gr

+302744066800

32,25th Martiou SQR.
LOUTRAKIPLAZA

+302744069444

HOTEL PAPPAS

HOTEL SEGAS

A tranquil heaven designed to offer
you unique moments of relaxation and rest

A boutique family hotel in the heart of
Loutraki offering genuine Greek hospitality.
Hotel Segas offers genuine Greek hospitality,
superb personalised service at very affordable
prices. Whether you are visiting for business or
pleasure, the Hotel's fully refursbished
and welcoming environment is your home away
from home.

Set against the astounding backdrop of the
Corinthian Gulf and just a few footsteps away
from the beach, Hotel Pappas offers you the
perfect surroundings in which to relax and unwind.

Pezoulia-pefkaki, Loutraki
+30 27440 62782-4
Hotel Pappas
www.hotelpappas.gr

Aghiou Ioannou 8, Loutraki
www.hotelsegas.com

+30 27440 22623

ACCOMMODATION

ACCOMMODATION

Damaskinou Str. 11
www.mantashotels.gr
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SIAGAS BEACH HOTEL
Seafront location in Agioi Theodoroi with
marvelous view to the Sardonic Gulf or the
Gerania Mountains.
Hotel Siagas Beach has 101 rooms, decorated
with smart classic furniture. The hotel is
surrounded by a green garden, part of which is a
nice swimming pool, and a basketball court and
owns a beach with umbrellas and sun beds..
62nd km of Athens

+30 27410 67501

Siagas-Beach-Hotel

Hotels in Schinos
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ALKIONI HOLIDAYS
Seafront camping site
Camping site accommodation operating on a yearround basis. The camping includes a tavern, a mini
market and a beach bar on its premises. With
respect to the environment we aim at servicing our
guests the best way possible.

+30 27440 57294

One of the most known cosmopolitan
hotels of the region!

www.campingalkioni.gr

Hotel THEOXENIA is erected next to the sea, only
50m from the new SPA and hot amid therapeutic
drinking water springs. Our 26 rooms are very
spacious & comfortable, all with private bathroom
(bath/wc, hair-drier), air-conditioning, mini-bar,
satellite /cable TV, phone and central heating.

ROKAS VILLAGE

Georgiou Lekka 17, Loutraki

+302744022257

HotelTheoxenia

VASSILIKON HOTEL 3
A beautiful mansion building 28 comfortable
rooms with wooden floors restored, cared for
with quality and taste hosted many personalities
of that time.

Square March 25
Vassillikon hotel

+302744022313

Rokas hotel is a welcoming, family run hotel in
a quiet area of Schinos, by the beach.
Rokas village is built in a quite, seafront location in
Schinos featuring quality accommodation, a garden
with pine trees, a lovely pool and amazing sea and
mountain views.
www.sxinos.gr
Rokas-Village

+30 27440 57421

ACCOMMODATION

ACCOMMODATION

HOTEL THEOXENIA

Agios Efrosinos

The Agios Efrosinos Tavern is located off the main square of Loutraki.
The tavern has existed continuously as a Cook shop for fifty years. In
2007 Michalis Damianos assumed ownership. He completely
renovated the space in an unusual and interesting way, shaping it as
an old time Grocery – Cook shop. Thus re-creating a mood of the
past that is simple and inviting.
Agiou Ioannou 17
+30 2744022247
www.agiosefrosinos.gr
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Agios Efrosinos Restaurant

Agnanti

Schinos beach, Loutraki
+30 27440 57545

Αγνάντι-∆έδεςΣχοίνος-Λουτρακίου

Akrogiali
Seafood Tavern
Operating on a year-round basis, Akrogiali is a picturesque
seafood tavern & grill on the seaside, surrounded by a green,
natural landscape. Enjoy your lunch or dinner in a friendly and
warm, family-like environment.

-o

A city full of life all day around!
In Loutraki visitors will discover unlimited
options for fun and entertainment that suit
all tastes. Almost in every corner of the city,
cafes, restaurants and taverns blend their
aromas and flavors in a spicing mixture..

Schinos beach, Loutraki

+30 27440 57376

akrogiali

Ami Pizzeria
A Greek family oriented restaurant, which remains faithful to the
original recipes and the traditional method of preparation and
persevere with the choice of fresh ingredients of the highest
quality since 1979.
Poseidonos 33

+30 2744 023000

amipizza www.ami-pizza.gr

FOOD & DRINKS

Seafood Tavern – Grill
Operating on a year-round basis, Akrogiali is a picturesque
seafood tavern & grill on the seaside, surrounded by a green,
natural landscape.
Enjoy your lunch or dinner in a friendly and warm, family-like
environment.
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Discover the real taste of pleasure!
Located near the Waterfalls of Loutraki the Greek
version of pasta and handmade pizza awaits you!
Free Delivery

The authentic, American style burger house on the seafront!
Goody’s Burger House features the authentic experience of an
American style burger house, adapted on the special location of the
Loutraki beach. The place operates from April until September. In the
summertime, the specially designated area on the beach with sunbeds
and umbrellas is an amazing highlight.

25, G. Lekka Str

+30 2744067888

Loutraki Beach, Poseidonos 15

+3027440 65141

goodys.loutraki

Ihthioessa

Caravella
Restaurant – Tavern
The captain and the crew of Caravella invite you to taste traditional
seafood while enjoying magnificent views of the Saronic Gulf

Saronikou 15, Ag. Theod.

+302741062005

caravellaagtheod

Greece, Aegean, Cyclades, Astypalea or Ihthioessa. Full of fish!
Ihthyoessa is an upscale Fish & seafood restaurant created by
Mr. Christos Meletis on Loutraki beach. In Ihthyoessa, you will taste
authentic fish dishes with the flavors, images and memories of
Greece. A blend of white and blue that will delight all of your senses.
78 Poseidonos str. Loutraki
+30 27440 26026 +30 27440 28122
Ιχθυοεσσα-Ταβερνα
www.ihthioessa.gr

Irene

Di Giorgio

Seafood Tavern
Di Giorgio is a pizzeria in Loutraki’s beach serving homemade
dough for pizza and breads, pasta, souvlaki, crepes and many
more! George, the owner & chef of Di Giorgio, always asks
customers if they enjoyed the food served!
Alkionidon4 & Poseidonos

+30 2744064300

digiorgio

Fresh Fish & Seafood, meat options, homemade cooking dishes,
frozen beer, ouzo or wine, all wrapped up with our experience and
love guarantee an unforgettable gastronomic experience by the sea.

Schinos beach, Loutraki

+30 27440 57469

Giannis Ouzeri

Kalofagas

The Ouzeri Giannis is located in Loutraki beach and operates
all year round. It offers fresh fish, delicious titbits and seafood, and a
variety of meats and appetizers. In a friendly and beautiful place by
the sea, you can enjoy your food in the best prices!

Grill & Fast Food
Kalofagas offers Greek pita with pork of excellent quality,
chicken pita, pork in sticks, chicken in sticks, and kebab
accompanied by appetizers and hot dishes. The restaurant
operates on daily basis.

Posidonos 3

+30 2744062330

El. Venizelou & Markou Mpotsari 1
+302744023193 & 2744022617
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RESTAURANTS

FOOD & DRINKS

Goody’s Burger House

FOOD & DRINKS

RESTAURANTS

25, G.LEKKA STR. LOUTRAKI
TEL. 27440 67888 & 61888

Pizza Bakos
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Kavos 1964

Paladar

Kavos is an original Greek fish tavern that remains faithful to its
identity. Grilled fresh fish, seafood, fresh fried potatoes, local
tomatoes and extra virgin olive oil: you can identify us with the plain,
familiar, authentic Greek tastes that last throughout time.

A destination of amazing tastes with Mediterranean dishes
created by chef Sotiris Filipou and refreshing cocktails in an
alluring scenery with an organized beach in its premises.
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Kavos - Isthmias
www.kavos1964.gr

Klimataria

Traditional Greek tavern with local folklore dishes
Traditional Greek tavern with interior and exterior premises and
excellent food quality, impeccable service and authentic, folklore
atmosphere. The 27 consecutive years of operation constitute one
of our strongest credentials. Operating during weekends on winter
and daily from May 1st to the end of September.
Saronikou 15, Agioi Theodoroi
+302741062005 klimatariasxinos.blogspot.gr

Leoforos Poseidonos

+30 2744023380

Paladareatery

Panorama Restaurant

Amazing location with breathtaking views of the Corinthian Gulf
and exceptional cuisine.
From 1973 to the present day, the restaurant - taverna Panorama has
managed to establish itself as one of the best restaurants in the area.
With our modern ideas and the use of tradition and imagination in
our kitchen we can proudly state that we have won the respect of our
customers for over 35 years!
Agia Paraskevi, Perahora
www.panorama-estiatorio.gr

PanoramaRestaurantLoutraki
+30 27440 79155

Papageorge’s

La Bonta
Crusty pizza’s baked on the traditional wood over. Tasty
pasta of Italian origin. Fresh salads, a variety of starters,
wine and beer and many more options for quality food
lovers.
Ethnikis Antistaseos & Pein 12
Pizzeria-La-Bontá

+30 27440 26000

The new spot in Schinos only an hour away from Athens and 25
minutes from Loutraki
Seafront location in Schinos. Combine sea bathing in our private
beach with your coffee in the morning, ouzo or tsipouro at noon and
wine throughout the day. Taste our traditional “meze” dishes and the
homemade cooked recipes of our mother, and all these in large
potions with quality and incomparable prices.
Schinos beach, Loutraki

+30 27440 57211

Maistrali

Piperi

In a traditionally designed resto you can enjoy lunch or dinner in a
very cozy and friendly atmosphere.
The flavors as well as the professional service satisfy even the most
demanding customer. After 17 years, Maistrali continues to properly
serve the demanding caterers field.

Grill & BBQ
Traditional Greek tastes with a twist!! Piperi offers quality dishes
including Greek Souvlaki, Kebap and Meat balls accompanied with
amazing side dishes.

Poseidonos 83
+30 2744061669

Maistrali-Taverna www.maistraliloutraki.gr

Saronikou 5, Agioi Theodoroi
Piperimeetingthequality
+30 27410 62570

RESTAURANTS

FOOD & DRINKS

Kavos1964

FOOD & DRINKS

RESTAURANTS

+30 27410 37906, 37422
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Plaza Restaurant
Greek Traditional Cuisine & Seafood.
Above the beautiful beach in Loutraki city you will find the Plaza
Restaurant. It’s a great family restaurant specialized almost 40 years
in traditional Greek cuisine & seafoods.

Homemade dishes accompanied with meat on the grill options with
affordable rates on the seafront.

Schinous beach
schinougeuseis

+30 27440 22798

+302744057558
www.sxinougefseis.gr

Psino & Dino

To Palio Diporto

Steakhouse, Games, Burgers, Gyros, Souvlaki, Grill House
A few meters before the Loutraki Waterfalls, on the enchanting beach
of Kolonaki, the grill restaurant Psino & Dino offers premium quality
alluring tastes.

A traditional Greek restaurant with picturesque decoration
featuring dishes of Greek cuisine and live music with orchestra of
“rebetico” repertoire.

G. Lekka 48

+302744022111

www.psinodino.gr

Boleti str. 9, Loutraki

+302744300852

topaliodiporto

To Steki

One hour from Athens, come to enjoy at the seaside coffee, drinks
and food with nice music and idyllic atmosphere.

“To Steki” provides a rich variety of meat, ouzo, wine in a welcoming
and friendly environment.

+302744057100

remezzo.beachbar

Schinous beach

+302744057555

Rigani

Taverna Vasilis

"RIGANI" is the fruit of the creative mood, the multi-annual experience
of the owners in the catering establishments, and the need to offer high
quality of Greek cuisine, in the area of Corinthia.

The tavern provides interior space up to 50 people and a garden
courtyard for the summer months. The cuisine is traditional greek
with grilled meats, handmade “tiganopsomo”, many handmade
appetizers and cooked foods after order.

Papanikolaou 5

+30 2744066744

rigani

www.rigani.gr

Perachora Village

+30 27440 79459

RESTAURANTS

Remezzo resto cafe-bar

Schinous beach

FOOD & DRINKS

RESTAURANTS

9 Posidonos Ave.

FOOD & DRINKS

2

Schinou Gefsis
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Woody’s

Abbraccio Cafe

Sea View: Loutraki port - Korinthiakos Bay
Food: Charcoal grill - Traditional Greek tavern
Service: 15 people at your service
Working hours: All day long until after midnight

A brand new cafe in industrial modern design which combines
perfectly the steel and wood.

25th Martiou & Poseidonos
www.woudysloutraki.gr

Akti Cocktail Bar

Grab your
coffee!

The best cocktails under the incredible view of the sunset
and blue of the sea, akth café is at your disposal and offer
snacks, drinks, alcoholic beverages, shisha and others… you
will enjoy when you visit us.
G. Leka 12β

+30 27440 21117

Anemos

Beach Bar, Restaurant, Café
Ideal destination for all day escapes. In the morning enjoy
the beach on our sunbeds with coffee, refreshing juices and
tasty snacks. At noon order from our restaurant menu and
accompany a fine dish with a season’s salad. In the evening
view the amazing Loutraki sunset. At night sip a cocktail in
our lounge bar.
Poseidonos 67 Loutraki

+30 27440 65977

Art Cafe
A different place for your cafe or drink!
A café-bar with unique aesthetics. Art cafe combines modern
with traditional elements for every taste while a showroom
hosts occasionally artefacts (jewelery, paintings etc.) for art lovers.
M. Merkouri 1

+30 2744022411

Cafe Art Loutraki

CAFETERIAS

FOOD & DRINKS

+30 27410 68414

FOOD & DRINKS

RESTAURANTS

+30 27440 61605

Athinon-Korinthou 120

2
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Avenue24 Cafe

Premium coffee, croissants & snacks while on your way to work
or even better on the way to the beach. A large and absolutely
safe parking will host your vehicle while you choose amongst
our variety of products in order to kick-off your day. For the late
birds, we have extensive operation hours in order to taste your
crepe or sandwich.

From father to son, Enplo operates through years with top priority
on excellent service. Watch the wondrous sunset from Enplo’s
exterior tables while drinking a cold beer!

+30 2744023993

Flabaraki

Cariocas Beach Bar
Cariocas is the first authentic beach bar in the region of Korinthia,
that organizes the famous “House on the Beach” parties every
Sunday with guest DJ’s that are world famed such as David
Morales, Louis Vega and many more. Cariocas opens on Easter
time every year and closes on the end of September.
cariocasbeachbar

A multipurpose complex for social events, business
meetings coffee, resto and parties in the beach bar
Sea mountains and sunset make the place unique! An internal
floor space is available during all year while a beach bar is also
open in summer time! The “φλαbaraki” takes the form that you
give it!
2744021637
6949202470

Flabouro / Loutraki

Coralle Cafe Bar

Il Tramonto

The central all day meeting point on the beach of Loutraki!
«CAFE BAR CORALLE» welcomes you for coffee or drink by the
sea all day long. It is the first choice for a relaxing break during the
day and entertainment until late at night. Your daily appointment
with a great variety of coffee, pastries, fresh juices, salty snacks,
drinks and cocktails for all your moments

ALL Day Cocktail Bar

Kountouriotou Pavlou 18 & Poseidonos str.
+30 27440 64336

El-nino-Cafe-Bar

An all time classic cafe-bar since 1997

Psarron 2

coralle.loutraki.3

flabaraki www.flabaraki.gr

Relaxation, coffee and drinks with very good music! In
the center of Loutraki beach, with tables inside , outside ,
and by the sea. Enjoy your coffee and the fantastic cocktails
every night with the best music by the DJ.
Poseidonos 3
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+30 2744024044

iltramontocafe

CAFETERIAS

FOOD & DRINKS

+30 2744062655

+30 27440 57179

+30 2744067755

En Plo

Small,cozy,modern right on the main street.Open from the
morning till late at night. Friendly atmosphere , relaxed mood
with 100% arabican coffee, wine , draught beer and drinks

Schinos

15 meters from the sea a cozy and pleasant place waits for you
to enjoy perfect coffee, salads, sandwiches, hot waffles & crepes.
From lounge, jazz & soul music to funky, blues, eighties rock &
reggae sounds.
Poseidonos 47

Beau espresso bar

E.Venizelou 26

By the fireplace in winter...by the sea in summer

FOOD & DRINKS

CAFETERIAS

School of Mechanics Crossroad, Loutraki
AVENUE24
+30 27440 22005

El Nino
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The Blue Note

Kolonaki Bites & Spirits
An exotic paradise in the center of Loutraki!
Exquisite coffees and a great variety of sweets make our day
better, while refreshing cocktails, special beers and outstanding
kitchen dishes complement our night .
Kolonaki Loutraki

+30 27440 65333
thebluenoteloutraki

Papadakis Cafe-Patisserie

Twins Café

A traditional style cafe-patisserie; founded in 1999 by the
Papadakis family and is serving a delectable variety of Greek
and French type pastries and desserts, ice-cream, coffees and
liquors.

Twins café is amongst the favorite spots in Schinos village
operating on a year-round basis featuring quality, breakthrough
products and impeccable service. In the summertime enjoy your
coffee under the refreshing plane tree.

E.Venizelou 4

+30 27440 64144

Papadakis-Patisserie

Schinos

+30 27440 57595

twinscreperie

Sax Cafe

Waves Cafe

Sax offers snacks, cafe, cocktails and light meals.
In the summertime enjoy the sea under our beach umbrellas.

The all day coffee and cocktail bar!

Poseidonos & Lampbrou Kotsoni

+30 2744067773

Since 2002 it has been the main point in the entertainment in
Loutraki. From early morning for coffee and snacks, up until late
for drinks and cocktails waves is the place to be all year long.
Leoforos Posidonos

+302744069380

wavesloutraki

Sea & Sand

Ypanema

All day place from early mornings to late the nights
All day place combining coffee, snacks, refreshing cocktails and
drinks, and a wide variety of tasty options.The view of Saronikos
and atmospheric music are perfect for evenings relaxed mood.

In the sheltered bay of Heraion Lagoon, right next to the sea,
Ypanema is the ideal destination for a city break or for a
special event that your guests will cherish. You can visit
Ypanema to admire the beautiful scenery, while enjoying your
meal or cocktail!

Paralia Krifis, Isthmia
+30 2741038577 - 6985060715
sea-and-sand.gr
seaandsand

Heraion Lagoon

+30 27410 91225

Ypanema www.ypanema.gr

CAFETERIAS

FOOD & DRINKS

+30 27440 21117

L. Katsoni & Poseidonos str.
http://www.thebluenote.gr/
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FOOD & DRINKS

CAFETERIAS

G. Leka 12β

The new all day bar at Loutraki beach.
A unique destination for coffee, snacks & drinks.
“The Blue Note” features amazing tastes, elegant
decoration, music tunes with jazz, funky and blues
notes that will enchant you.

2
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Ice Cream
Dodoni Ice-Cream
Our shop is near the sea since 1998 with delicious
ice creams and more.

Dolcelato Gelateria Artigianale
Gelato Ice-Cream
The taste of Summer!
Fresh, handmade Italian style gelato strictly
produced with milk of the day. No color additives and no
preservatives.
Pein 8

+30 27440 67427

dolcelato.loutraki/

Visit Loutraki’s
cafeterias &
restaurants!
Experience
a journey in
senses!

CAFETERIAS

FOOD & DRINKS

+302744061665

FOOD & DRINKS

CAFETERIAS

Poseidonos 9
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The ancient city of "hot springs" owes its
name to the "" THERMAL” ARTEMIDA,
protector of the hot thermal springs and is
the favorite city of the gods.
There, APOLLO, god of the sun and the
tranquility and the mother of the gods
HERA had temples for their worship.

3
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The miraculous waters of Loutraki, have
linked their name since the ancient times
with the treatment of many eminent
personalities, among them the Roman
military and political Lucius Cornelius Sulla
(138 BC-78 BC), who, with the use of
thermal waters of Loutraki, was healed
from a serious skin disease.

DID ?
YOU
Know
Loutraki is the birthplace of the Greek
Thermalism and it’s characterized as the
premier spa resort of Greece.

The beneficial effects of thermal water of
Loutraki were well known much earlier in the
ancient world, since the first reference for their
beneficial properties had already been done
by the historian Xenophon, who in his works
"Greek", states that Spartan soldiers after
battles resorted to the curative waters of the
Thermae to rest and rejuvenate, in the today’s
city of Loutraki.
The use of thermal waters of Loutraki with the
beneficial effects continued throughout the era
of Byzantine and post Byzantine years and then
Loutraki, with reference to the thermal baths,
was identified as a metropolitan center of
tourism in Greece and the first
treatment station..

WELLNESS & SPA

LOUTRAKI THERMAL SPA is
located in the city of Loutraki,
in the north cove of the Corinthian Gulf.
It has been a famous place for its
healing waters since the ancient times,
then called "Thermae" and owes its name
to the thermal baths which took place in
the curative springs.
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TIP
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The Hydrotherapy
Known since ancient times, the beneficial properties
of Loutraki Thermal Waters, are recommended for:
Rheumatoid and Rheumatoid arthritis, Osteoarthritis
and Osteoporosis, Sciatica, Musculoskeletal
complaints, disc disease, Cervical Syndrome, Skin
disorders, Gynecological disorders.

A sauna & a hamam session offers wellness and
relaxation by accelerating blood circulation,
soothing the intense muscles, discarding toxins and
increasing metabolism.

One of the most hisorical and
modern Thermal Spa in
Europe!
The facilities of LOUTRAKI THERMAL SPA
include:
2 indoor heated pools with waterfalls and
jet hydro massaging (underwater massage)
and respectively, indoor swimming pool
cooling water for post-traumatic problems.
1 outdoor pool with water mushroom
hydro massaging with waterfall and pool bar,
4 individual cabins with baths hydrotherapy,
3 double cabins with baths hydrotherapy,
Sauna , Steam Bath/Hamam, 2 spaces
sprinkler distance, 2 spaces thin rain shower,
Halls and beauty, Meeting individual massage.
Yoga Room, Cafeteria & Spacious reception
rooms and rest.

Find us on facebook
www.facebook.com/loutraki.spa

Drinking Therapy
In a super modern space, we offer a unique
experience to rejuvenate body and mind as well
as relaxation and welfare with body and face
treatments. You can simply choose among
hydrotherapy pools, individual baths in a special
thin rain shower, sauna, steam bath or being
sprayed from distanceand rejuvenated through
massage techniques with essential oils offered
through mud.

Share your photos on
Instagram via #loutrakispa

Apart from the bathing in LOUTRAKI THERMAL SPA,
visitors can taste the miraculous Loutraki healing
water. The effect of Drinking therapy is
multidimensional and it is recommended for:
Nutrition Disorders, gall and kidney stones, as well as
diseases of the urinary system.

Sessions & Treatments
Experience wellness, health and beauty with
Wellness Treatments & Massage Techniques, Body
Wellness & Invigoration Treatments,
Facial Treatments to Invigorate & Enhance your
Complexion.

WELLNESS & SPA

WELLNESS & SPA

Sauna, Steam Baths/Hamam
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Alterra
Alterra”comprises a very unique suggestion
of Loutraki’s nightlife.

Leoforos Poseidonos 362, Loutrákion
+30697 447 9851

Budha Club

-o
Visitors discover that Loutraki is the city that
never sleeps! The vibrant nightlife with
numerous seaside bars and clubs is enchanting
and upbeating. Proposals for nightlife in
Loutraki are various and meet all types of
preferences, following the modern trends in
architecture and interior designing.

Operating on a year-round basis, Buddha Club is the hot
spot for those who love parties that last all night long.
Up-tempo beat and maximum sound volume from the
top notch sound system will dance you to the end of
the night.

Athens Avenue, Loutráki
+302744 023440

LOUTRAKI NIGHTLIFE

A beautiful, special place with a swimming pool
by the sea, Alterra often organizes various dj e
vents, live concerts and happenings.
Recently distinguished as one of the best
cocktail bars in Greece, by Greek Cocktails Guide
2015, it also stands out for its outstanding menu
and its imaginative dishes. Its own private parking
space is located near Casino Loutraki.

The island-like concept of most of the clubs and beach bars is mixed with
its own individual philosophy, presenting thus unique styles and gathering
loyal fans from Greece and abroad.
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Level2

Recommended for early morning coffee, snacks and fresh juice
by the sea or the pool, delicious cocktails and food at noon,
and late night dancing to the music of the best Dj’s and Greek
artists performing live on stage, like Louie Vega, DJ Dino,
Sunset Derek and Giannis Kotsiras, Babis Stokas, George
Sampanis, just to name a few.
Leoforos Posidonos 14, Loutráki
+302744 069380

Marquee

Cocoon
The legendary beach bar of Loutraki, Cocoon,
is a landmark in the area’s nightlife!
Its reputation reaches throughout Greece and abroad. Its
renovated venue is characteristically classy, ideally mixing a
modern design indoors and a lounge feel at the Loutaki’s
|idyllic beach scenery. Ideal for all-day entertainment, it’s the
best choice for a summer night out. Swim in the crystal-creal
water of its exclusive beach while you enjoy your coffee or your
cocktail, and indulge yourself in the selective tastes of its
Mediterranean menu. Don’t miss summer’s hottest parties, i
ncluding the established Sunday evening party, with guest DJ’s
from Greece and abroad.
Leoforos Poseidonos 2

+30694 298 9000

The absolute winter party destination is Marquee club.
If you want to experience authentic Greek nightlife, then
Marquee is the place for you! The atmosphere is great
and the people are very friendly.

Athens Avenue, Loutráki
+30698 080 5788

LOUTRAKI NIGHTLIFE

LOUTRAKI NIGHTLIFE

Level 2 is a reference point for entertainment in
the area, ever since it opened in 2007.
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Casino Loutraki is one of the most reputed gaming halls
throughout Europe, featuring inside its premises 87 gaming tables,
1.000 ultra-modern slot machines and a VIP room.
Furthermore, the private and luxurious VVIP hall “THOLOS” is
available to Greek and international jet setters.
CASINO

5
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CASINO

CASINO

The sophisticated style of Club Hotel Casino Loutraki combined with the impeccable
quality of services and the numerous entertainment options proclaimed it a cornerstone
for visitors and players that seek unique and prestigious experiences.
The Casino operates 24 hours a day.
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL
SITES & LANDMARKS

,-o
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES

The strategic position of the city in the entrance of the
Peloponnese combined with the vast history of the
region that spans from almost 3.000 years B.C. until
today, scatters sites and landmarks throughout the
Municipality of Loutraki, Perachora and Agioi Theodoroi..

THE HERAION
OF PERACHORA

The Heraion of Perachora was a sanctuary dedicated to the
goddess Hera, situated in a small cove of the Corinthian
gulf at the end of the Perachora peninsula. In addition to
a temple of Hera which is of unusual construction, the
remains of a number of other structures have also been
found, including a L-shaped stoa, a large cistern, dining
rooms, and a second potential temple remnants.
The Heraion Archaeological Site is visited by thousands of
culture and history lovers throughout the world every year
since the unusual plan of the 6th century BCE

6
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ARCHAELOGICAL SITES & LANDMARKS

ARCHAELOGICAL SITES & LANDMARKS

The Corinth Canal, though only completed
in the late 19th century, was an idea and
dream that’s dates back over 2000 thousand
years. Several rulers in antiquity dreamed of
digging a cutting through the Isthmus.
The first to propose such an undertaking was
the tyrant Periander in the 7th century BC.
However the technical capabilities in ancient
times made his idea impossible to implement.
Instead, he developed the “Diolkos”, which
served the purpose of carrying ships in a wheeled
vehicle and transferred them from one side to
the other.
The concept of the canal opening was revived
again during the late 1800’s. After several years
and many tryouts, the Corinth Canal was finally
completed and started operations on the
25th of April, 1893.
The remnants of the Ancient Diolkos still remain
intact in the area.

THE CORINTH CANAL

The famous Corinth Canal is the absolute landmark of our
Municipality which separates the Peloponnese from mainland
Greece and connects the Gulf of Corinth with the Saronic Gulf.

DID ?
YOU
Know

Today the Corinth Canal is the 2nd most
visited landmark in Greece after the Parthenon.

Australian stunt Motocrosser Robbie Maddison jumped over the 85-metre
wide Corinth Canal at height of nearly 100 metres!

Pilot Peter Besenyei teamed up with Red Bull to conduct a flight pass through the
Corinth Canal

The Corinth Canal is still in use today, though many newer and larger ships are too large to pass
through any more. However, the canal is still used by many smaller ships, yachts and there are also
cruises organized where you can travel on a boat along the canal.
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The Isthmian Museum

Ancient Corinth

Nemea Temple of Zeus
and Nemea Ancient Stadium

Epidaurus

Mycenae

The Isthmian Archaeological Museum was built in 1970 by the Greek architect Pavlos Mylonas and
opened for visitors a few years later, in 1978. It consists of two chambers, where priceless
archaeological remains and cultural relics of the ancient greek civilization are demonstrated; special
findings from the excavations of Isthmia and Kehrees- the second most important port in Ancient
Corinth.

The Ancient Krommyon
In 1961, during the excavation of the Old
National Road of Athens - Corinth, Ancient
Krommyon was brought to light, revealing a
site dated back to the Geometrical Period
(1000-700 B.C.). Among others, several
tombs and artistic ancient pots dated from
the Hellenistic Era(338 B.C.) as well as from
the Peloponnesian War Period
were discovered.

Roman Estate in Loutraki
The Roman Estate is located in the area of
Katounristra, a few kilometers of the city of
Loutraki.
The estate is still under the excavation process
and the findings point to the fact that it
belongedto a very prominent Roman.

Acropolis

Olympia

ARCHAELOGICAL SITES & LANDMARKS

ARCHAELOGICAL SITES & LANDMARKS

Antiquities nearby

The Sousaki is a dormant volcano located at
the southern ends of Geraneia mountains in
the Agioi Theodoroi district. Sousaki volcano
is the Northwestern part of the active volcanic
arc of the Aegean. In spite of its continuous
sleep through the ages, the volcano still emits
sultry fumes.
You can reach the area by crossing a short,
rough path among olive trees. The scenery
looks almost lunar, the air smells sulphur,
whereas the sloping volcano is full of
impressive stones.
In the ancient years, according to Xenofontas,
in the same plain area, there used to be the
coastal settlement of Sidous, which was widely
known for its apple trees.

LOUTRAKI WATERFALLS
The Loutraki Waterfalls, an artificial construction located next to
the colonnade building of the Old Thermal Springs, are indisputably
one of the most impressive landmarks of the city. This small heaven
consists of tall trees, rocky corners and lots of water falling in amazing
formations. The perfect place to relax and enjoy your coffee or drink
while listening to the sound of the water and watching the deep
blue sea in front of you.

Melagavi Lighthouse
The Melagavi lighthouse, also known as
Heraion lighthouse, was built in 1897 on the
Agrilaos peninsula, in the golf of Alkyonides
Islands. In 1947, the building was renovated
and repaired. Its outline is T shaped, and it has
a rectangular light tower. It is made of stone
and it constitutes a typical example of classical
lighthouse architecture. Melagavi is renowned
to be one of the 10 most beautiful lighthouses
in Greece and it is also one of the most
photographed landmarks by travelers with
thousands of captures on Social Media like
Instagram and Tumblr.
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ARCHAELOGICAL SITES & LANDMARKS
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Sousaki Volcano
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The Spiritual experience!

PROFITIS ILIAS
MONASTERY

At the fork of the road to Saint Patapios
rises imposingly over Loutraki the
monastery of Prophet Ilias, offering a
magnificent view of the Corinthian Gulf.

7
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THE HOLY CHURCH
OF PANAGIA GIATRISA

Continuing the route towards Perachora and
passing the junction to the Saint Patapios we
come across the monastery of Agios Gerasimos.
According to tradition at this point, a pious
chaplain faced alive St. Gerasimos, who was
holding a large cross and threw flares

In the city center of Loutraki raises imposingly,
the church of Panagia Giatrissa, the Virgin
Mary, as steadfast mainstay of inhabitants
faith wherethe miraculous icon of Virgin Mary
is kept. The icon was brought from Jerusalim
from a woman named Mary who predicted her
own death after donating the icon.

THE HOLY CHURCH
OF SAINT ANDREAS

THE HOLY CHURCH
OF AGIOS FANOURIOS

OSIOS PATAPIOS
MONASTERY

Situated at a 650m - 700m altitude, the holy convent challenges the faithful Christians to go on a
pilgrimage, which requires driving a 14-kilometre distance and successfully walking up the 180
steep steps before entrance.
Osios Patapios came from Thebes, Egypt. He cloistered at the Egyptian desert during the
4th or 5th century a.d. At that period, he became so popular with Christians, that crowds of
believers passed by to meet him.
In 1904, during excavation procedures by the cave, the Osios Patapios’s relics where accidentally
found. They were intact! A few years later, the Osios Patapios Monastery was built.

TIP

There are intercity’s bus station routes available
For adventure lovers: Try the hiking path!

Built in 1345 by Byzantine emperor John F.
Kantakouzenos to commemorate the
persecution of St. Andrew by the Romans.In
the the north side of the courtyard, 4 steps
lead to the entrance of a cave where St.
Andrew was hidden, persecuted by Roman
soldiers. According to tradition, dense cobweb
closed the entrance and protected him from
the pursuers.

In the east of the city of Loutraki, on the foot
of the Gerania mountain, is the imposingly
serene and of double hypotases holy church
of Agios Fanourios and Apostle Kosmas Etolos.
The commemoration of the Saints is devoutly
celebrated on August 27 & August 24
respectively every year.

RELIGIOUS TOURISM

RELIGIOUS TOURISM

THE HOLY CHURCH
OF AGIOS GERASIMOS
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Holy Church of Saint John the
Prodromos

Holy Church of Our Lady of
Prathi

In the center of the city of Loutraki is the
impressive and peaceful Cathedral
dedicated to Saint John the Prodromos.
An earthquake destroyed the first building,
which was founded on February 1st 1886.
The present Church was built in the same
place in 1933 and founded by His Reverence
Metropolite Damaskinos on April 10, 1933.
The style of the church based on a study
of Orlando, is a three-aisle basilica with
its middle aisle raised in order to obtain
plenty and natural sunlight. The yard is
beautifully taken care of and artistically
planted. In the N.W. of the church stands
the Campanile with a built-in staircase.
The hagiography is exceptional and
according to Byzantine style.

The holy church of Our Lady Phaneromene
(Revealed) of Prathi is located twenty km to
the southeast of the town of Loutraki in the
district of Agioi Theodoroi, 1150 meters
above sea level, in the Geraneia Mountains. I
t is one of the oldest churches in
Peloponnese surrounded by pine trees.
Once there was a wealthy coenobitic
monastery on the same site that dated back
to 1821. Of the original foundation, traces of
some cells and storerooms have survived,
along with the katholicon, which contains
wall paintings that date back 1466. Another
church, dedicated to the Dormition of Our
Lady was built at a later date a few meters
to the north of the old Katholicon.

Holy Church of Pammegistoi
Taxiarches, Perachora

Holy Church of Saint Paraskevi,
Pissia

This historic church housed the National
Assembly of 1831 and was a place of prayer
and national historic decisions for the heroes
of the 1821 Greek Revolution. Tradition holds
that in this church the heroes of 1821, Nikitaras,
Papaflessas, Androutsos and others, have
devoted many religious artworks and sacred
vessels and there they swore an oath to succeed
and free Greece. After the earthquake of 1981,
Mr. Georgios Panayiotou Livanos, a native of
Kardamyla Chios, rebuilt at its own expense in the
exact same position, the new Holy Church of
Taxiarches which was consecrated along with the
chapel of St. John the Baptist, by the late
Metropolitan of Corinth, Cyrus Panteleimon on
the 8th of November 1985

On the picturesque village of Pissia, lays the
sacred church of St Paraskevi, the saint
protector of eyes and sight. The first church
on the site was built in 1952 but was
completely destroyed by the earthquake of
1981. The church was rebuilt and today it is
a single-aisled structure with a vaulted roof.

RELIGIOUS TOURISM

RELIGIOUS TOURISM
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TIP

Loutraki is an ideal destinantion for
an Easter break in less than an hour
from Athens & the El. Venizelos
International Airport.
The plethora of churches and Monasteries in
the wider area create an atmosphere of
devoutness which spreads all over the city.
In Good Friday, the Epitaphs of all the city
churches are gathered in the "25th of March"
square and united they march under the
sounds of the Phillarmonic Orchestra with
music masterpieces like the "Adagio by
Tomasso Albinoni", the "Epitaph of the Pilika"
and the "Lamentation of the Mother" by
Dimitrios Kafiris.

Holy Chapel of Agioi Theodoroi, Agioi Theodoroi

In Loutraki, the Philarmonic Orchestra of the
city, sets the tone of the Good Friday holy
orchestral service that consitutes one of the
highlights of the Loutraki Easter.

Agioi Theodoroi were named after the Holy Chapel of Agioi Theodoroi, one of the most
important archaeological sites of the area. It is a church with a single tiled roof built with
materials derived from Ancient Krommyon. A post Roman sign is engraved in the entrance with
an epitomb.

Every year, the Loutraki Philarmonic
Orchestra holds an open rehearsal during
the Holy Week for locals and visitors in a
concert-type event held in a stunning
atmosphere.

Saint Nikolas Chapel,
Isthmia

Saint Nikolas Chapel, Saint Jonh Chapel,
Heraion
Heraion

RELIGIOUS TOURISM

RELIGIOUS TOURISM

Easter in
Loutraki!
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SPORTS TOURISM

Loutraki is an acclaimed sports tourism
destination since the combination of the ideal
climate conditions year-round and the state-ofthe-art sports facilities and infrastructure in the
area provide the ideal environment for both
professional and amateur athletes.
More than 30.000 athletes have participated in
championships & events in Loutraki..

The Acropolis Rally of Greece is a rally competition, currently part of the European Rally
Championship (ERC) schedule, hosted in Loutraki for the last 5 consecutive years.
The rally is held on very dusty, rough and rocky mountain roads around Loutraki in the Geraneia
Mountains, Kineta and Agioi Theodoroi and at the past it has also been included in the WRC
schedule. The rally is famed for being extremely tough on the competing cars and drivers that is
why it attracts drivers of the topmost level.

The Seajets Acropolis Rally 2015 hosted the
top contenders of the European titles in a
dramatic and unexpected but nevertheless,
impressive event! As a result, Kajetanowicz
won the European Championship and became
the first Polish who managed to win the title
after Krzysztof Hołowczyc in 1997.
Breen did not have the chance to get the
result he wanted at SEAJETS 2015 Acropolis
Rally in order to claim the title

Lambros Athanassoulas achieved a great
result as being third on the podium.
The Greek driver from Loutraki, despite the
fact that he abstained from gravel rallies for
a long time, became quite competitive with
his new car and showcased his true driver
talent..
The ERC Seajets Acropolis Rally 2016 will
take place in Loutraki, 6 – 8 May, 2016.
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Gerania Vertical Kilometer

SPORTS TOURISM

“Thodia” Track & Field Games
Triathlon1
The Mediterranean Triathlon Federation (MTF) has established a Mediterranean triathlon series
called Triathlon1 and Loutraki is one of the repeated host cities of the event, due to the ideal
climatic conditions, the routes available and the crystal clear sea.
The first race of the 2014 series took place last May in city of Avola in Italy, and was completed
with the event in Loutraki, the biggest triathlon event after the Olympic Games in Athens, which
was embraced by the municipalities involved in the race and local bodies.
The Mediterranean Triathlon Federation (MTF) organized in 2015 the Sprint Distance International
Triathlon Race «2015 Loutraki Triathlon 1 Mediterranean Championships».

Organized in June 2015 by the Municipality
of Loutraki and Poseidon Sports Club for the
32nd consecutive year,Thodia Games are an
institution for Track & Field athletes from
Greece and abroad.

SPORTS TOURISM

Gerania Vertical Kilometer is the only running
race in Greece that begins from the sea level 0,
it is 5.8km long and 1000m vertical
climb, the "easiest" seaside Vertical race on
the World Tour! Taking place in the end of
August every year since 2011, this event is a
competition of power, tolerance and strength
that complies with the standards of the
International Skyrunning Association , since an
1km altitude difference is gained within
5.8km!This makes it a unique world-wide
Vertical Kilometer event with a set-off point
from sea-level!
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All-year sport
destination!

The indoor sports hall G. Galanopoulos in
Loutraki and the indoor hall at Sportcamp
facilities, have hosted 3 times the European
Volleyball Masters Cup under the auspices
and organization of the Municipality of Loutraki,
Perachora, Agioi Theodoroi.

Info

More:

Corinth Canal SUP Crossing

Athlos + Energeia
The semimarathon race that aims to conjoin
the archaeological sites of Ancient Thermai in
Loutraki and Heraion Sanctuary in Perachora
through the running discipline. The race was
organized in 2014, 2015 and will return at 2016.

World’s “straightest” sup race of 6.345 meters
takes place every year since 2011 at the
Corinth Canal.
It started off with 24 sup athletes in 2011
and it gathered a record of 160 participants
in 2015, in what was a described as the most
amazing sup race ever in Greece.

U18 Beach Volley European
Championship 2008
Enduro Cups
Hellenic Athletics Championship
For People With Disabilities
Freediving Championship
Sportcamp Cups

Gerania Mountain Race
A race through the Gerania Mountains that
tests the endurance limits of the participants
in unexpected circumstances. An experience
for professional and amateur runners all
over Greece.

SPORTS TOURISM

SPORTS TOURISM

European Volleyball Masters
Cup 2007, 2009 & 2014
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Handball Cups & Championship

Special Olympics Hellas 2016

Cycling 2 Day Race

Paragliding Cup

A competitive multi stage race for masters
that gathers participants from all over Greece.
Day 1 is for personal time measuring in a
distance of 12km starting from Vouliagmeni
lake and finishing in Pissia village while Day 2
is an endurance race in a route of 70km in
the wider area of the city of Loutraki.

Loutraki is the favorite city for paragliding athletes
from all over the world.

Loutraki hosted the organization of the Special
Olympics Hellas 2016. 700 athletes competed in 6
disciplines (Track & Field, Swimming, Football, Tennis,
Bocce & Bowling) while more than 100 volunteers
were engaged. The event featured a magnificent
opening ceremony and many side events occurred
during the games.

TIP

For amateur sports lovers and action seekers,
Loutraki is the ideal destination to practice
your preexisting sports skills or acquire some
more if you feel like it.

SPORTS TOURISM

SPORTS TOURISM

Handball is one of the most popular sports in
Loutraki since the local team A.O. Poseidon Handball
is competing on the Greek National Premier League
and on the European Challenge Cup.
Loutraki has hosted the Mediterranean Handball Cup
of 2006.
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Training Camps
Loutraki is the favorite choice for professional and amateur training
camps in various disciplines. Teams and athletes, especially from
Northern Europe, choose Loutraki for the sports infrastructure and
optimal weather conditions to perform their training.

Activities 8

Windsurfing

Snorkeling & Scuba Diving

From a wide range of water activities that can
be experienced in Loutraki Beach, the activity
of windsurfing is one of the most impressive
ones. Windsurfing is popular at Loutraki Beach
both in summer and winter time. The Loutraki
Windsurf Spot hosts all levels of windsurfing
oprions, offering great conditions for an
enjoyable activity.

The deep blue sea is full of surprises to explore.
Snorkel the Heraion Lake and gaze the
antiquities hidden even in shallow waters or
take the big dive under the professional
instructors of the two diving schools operating
in Loutraki.

SPORTS TOURISM

SPORTS TOURISM

Polish National Swimming
Team

Thomas Dekker

Seg Racing

Bungee Jumping at
Corinth Canal
Conducted in total safety
by the Bungee Jumping
school “Zulu” at Corinth
Canal, this is a once in a
lifetime experience!

Water Sports

Air Sports & Paragliding

Loutraki beach and Heraion
Lake offer the ideal
circumstances for practicing
your favorite water sport.
Water ski,Wakeboard,
Barefoot, Kayak, SUP

Air sports enthusiasts will find
in Loutraki an amazing
takeoff spot since the destination has the ideal climate
for gliding, hang gliding and
paragliding (parapente)
flights.
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From Makriplagi, the highest
peak of Geraneia - 1.369m long
- the view is absolutely awesome!
The mountain forms a 37 km long
natural barrier between Central
Greece and Peloponnese.

These picturesque mountains offer a
wide range of outdoor activities for
nature lovers like hiking, trekking,
mountain biking, canyoning,
motorcycling and for the extreme
sports enthousiasts, parachuting and
paragliding.

What’s more, Geraneia Mountains
are enlisted in Natura 2000, the
European Net of regions under
protection, thanks to its rich fauna
and vegetation. There have been
traced and recorded approximately
950 different species of plants (lush
vegetation, fir & plane trees, oak
and myrtle trees, pine trees) and
wild animals (jackals, foxes, cranes,
royal eagles, hares). Spread around
the hills, you may find lots of natural
springs with crystal water, while,
scattered among the pine forest,
you can trace one of the
numerous monasteries
and churches

Geraneia mountains are named
after cranes! According to the thrilling
ancient myth, a terrible cataclysm
broke out in the era of Defkalionas
and Megaros, Zeus’s son, struggled to
survive by “swimming” towards the top
of the mountain, guided by the cranes
that were flying over him!

NATURE LOVING TOURISM

“ Nature is not a place to visit. It is home”
Gary Snyder

Geraneia mountains, are one of
the most outstanding mountain
ranges of Peloponesse, embraced
by three gulfs - the Saronian Gulf,
the Corinthian Gulf and the Gulf of
Alkyonides.

Corinthian Gulf
Dolphins
Dolphins are by far the most loving and
fascinating sea creatures. There are the symbol
and friendship and solidarity and are adored by
children and adults equally. Loutraki has a
special bond with those amazing creatures as
they are long time companions of our town,
occupying our seas since antiquity. A true and
loyal friend, we propose that you dedicate your
time to cruise the northern part of the Corinthian
Gulf and meet our lovely “buddies”!
Until then, read their full story by WWF Greece.

Did you know that the smallest dolphin species in
the world lives in the Corinthian Gulf?
Striped dolphins (Stenella coeruleoalba) are not
only the smallest of their family; they are also the
ones we most frequently encounter in Greek waters. They are gray and get their name from the
black stripe that begins from their eyes and goes
down to their undersides.
With an average length of 1.65 meters, they are
smaller than the other dolphins. They live in
almost every part of the Greek sea in great depth
but close to shore. An isolated population lives in
the enclo-sed Corinthian Gulf.
They are keen swimmers and usually swim at up
to 35 km/h, though when in a hurry they can
reach up to 60 km/h. They feed mainly on squid
as well as small pelagic fish, such as anchovies.
They reach adulthood at 11–12 years of age and
give birth during summer months roughly every
3 years.
Their maximum life expectancy is 45 years.
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Mountaineering Club of Loutraki
The Mountaineering Club of Loutraki is a member
of the Greek Mountaineering and Climbing
Federation. The club consistently organizes excursions in the area of the Gerania mountains in
Loutraki and other mountains in Peloponnese
and Greece. The excursions include hiking, rock
climbing mountaineering and canyoning.
Nature-lovers from the wider area and travelers
can join the expeditions of the club and engage
in their activities.

Nature-loving activities
· Trekking
· Mountain biking
· Rock climbing
· Canyoning

TIP
Source: http://www.wwf.gr/en/endangered-species/marine-mammals/dolphin

Visit the treehouse at Gerania Mountains!

NATURE LOVING TOURISM

NATURE LOVING TOURISM
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The life of the stripped dolphins!
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The blessed region
The central beach of Loutraki with the
crystal clear blue waters and the colorful
pebbles has been awarded with the
"Blue Flag" continually since 1987

Just a stone’s throw away from Athens,
the busy cosmopolitan beach of
Loutraki with its endless lacy coastline,
is always full of life and people.
Indulge in the summer spirit and enjoy
your refreshing drink or coffee in a
sunbed by the sea.

BEACHES & ISLANDS

This beach has 3.5 km length, starting
from the Corinth Canal and ending at
Loutraki's seaside park. It consists of
small pebbles and deepens quickly.
Several cafe-bars along the coastal
road, provide the bathers with sun
loungers and umbrellasfree of charge.

Apart from diving into the crystal
water, you may also relish
sunbathing under the hot summer
sun, lying on the pebbled beach
next to the waves! If you are a
sports fan, opt for one of the
exciting sea sports-windsurfing,
jet-ski, sailing-and if you are lucky
enough, you can even witness the
little dolphin that appears by
the coast from time to time!!!
Last but not least, don’t miss the
utterly fascinating Loutraki sunset,
one of the most beautiful sunsets
in Greece.

“Krifi” Beach, Isthmia

The “Blue Flag” awarded beach of
Pefkakia, is one of the most popular in the
Agioi Theodoroi area. It’s a piny, coastal
zone all along the entrance of the city that
offers a totally awesome view to the
Saronic Gulf. The cool temperatures of the
beach is a result of the pine forest just
above the seashore.
Enjoy the beautiful beach and the summer
sun and tailor a cool drink by the sea,
lounging at a beach bar or café

The beach on Isthmia village is called
“Krifi” in Greek, which means hidden.
That is exactly what this beach is, a
well-kept secret by the locals, this
awesome sandy beach, features a
windless corner of land and a calm sea
that is absolutely wave-free at all times.

Heraion Archaeological Site, Loutraki
Swimming in crystal waters next to the archaeological remains of the Sanctuary
of Goddess Hera, the wife of Zeus in a mystical and mythical beach.

TIP
Flabouro Beach, Loutraki
On the road from Loutraki to Perachora, a sign named “Flabouro” indicates the
way to a haven beach of astonishing beauty. Flabouro beach is named after a
tavern located on the beach for more than 20 years. Immerse yourself in the cool
sea water, play rackets on the sandy shore or just sip your drink in the seaside
coffee bar on the beach.

Watch locals and visitors to perform breathtaking
cliff jumps in one of the most stunning cliff-jumping
spots in the world!
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Pefkakia Beach, Agioi Theodoroi

Heraion Lake, Vouliagmeni
In the region of Vouliagmeni, just a few kilometers
from the center of Loutraki, embraced by a natural
pine-forest, lies one of the most beautiful lagoons in
Greece. The whole landscape is simply awesome, a
glimpse around just takes your breath away.
Discover the grace of the ancient fairy, the peaceful
lake An island-like, sandy beach combined with a
crystal clear, shallow blue sea, taverns and
restaurants with seafood and premium Mediterranean
gastronomy, sea sports and activities and an amazing
beach-bar resto will showcase a dream scenery that
will enchant you.
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Northern Virgin Beaches, Loutraki
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Skaloma Beach

The secret beach of the most
sophisticated locals and visitors.

Sterna Beach

A small gem, a beach ideal for privacy
seekers and sand hunters.

Alkionides Islands
Alkyonides islands, also called “Kalanisa”, is a complex of 4 islands located in the
northeastern part of the Corinthian Gulf. These 4 islands are of immense natural
beauty with virgin landscapes and only a few modern constructions upon them.
Alkyonides in Greek mythology was the name of the daughters of the mythical
giant Alkyon. The names of the four islands are Zoodochos Pigi, Daskaleio,
Glaronisi and Prasonisi and they are all actually mountain peaks of a single reef
which lays in depth of 190 meters below the surface, The peaks have surfaced
sometime in the prehistoric era due to earthquakes that had occur.

Milokopi Beach
One of the most beautiful beaches in mainland Greece, this heavenly
beach is separated by a piece of land into the Small and Great Mylokopi,
2 magnificent beaches. The Small Mylokopi is sandy while the Great Mylokopi
features rocky formations. The water on both sides is of tremendous clearness
with the color of turquoise. Mylokopi is favored amongst yacht owners and f
ree divers.
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The northern west coasts of Loutraki feature a series of paradise-like virgin
beaches, ideal for nature lovers and adventure seekers. The uniqueness of each
one of the beaches and the unparalleled beauty of their scenery have famed this
place as the dreamland of beaches.
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Skalosia Beach
Strava Beach

Mikra Strava Beach

Strava beach is a landscape of
unmatched grace. The sea is crystal
and the shore is alluring.
One of the top choices of nature
lovers, this is the place to have a
half-day treatment with
vitamin sea!

Following the northern coastline, a few
km from Skalosia beach, explore the
next hidden gem, Mikra Strava beach.
This is tropical-like beach with sand and
green crystal waters.

The stairs in the end of the road lead to Skalosia beach.
White small pebbles and blue clear waters are the traits
of this beach that could easily be mistaken to the famous
beaches of the Ionian islands.

BEACHES & ISLANDS

BEACHES & ISLANDS
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Schinos Beach

House music lovers could
attend one of the
mythical Sunday noon
parties on the famous
beach bar
Cariocas.

The seaside village of Schinos spotlights an amazing beach
ideal for those that want to combine their swim with café
bars and seafood restaurants in walking distance.

BEACHES & ISLANDS

TIP
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Loutraki is a rich destination in terms of arts and
culture showcasing a variety of festivals and
cultural events on a year-round basis.

The Festival is organized by the aristic club
“Friends of Music” under the auspices and
the support of the Municipality.

FESTIVALS & EVENTS

Loutraki Festival is a newly formed institution
instated on 2015 and dedicated to artistic
creation with the staging of arts, music, dance
&theatre in venues across the Municipality of
Loutraki, Perachora, Ag. Theodoroi.

11

11 Loutraki Festival

The pool of artists and performances is diversified
including prominent Greek artists, local
promising new artists and creative groups in theatre,
dancing and music throughout Greece.
Loutraki festival also boasts interesting
International performances that coincide with the
basic concept of the festival.
The Loutraki Festival 2016 will feature amazing
performances lasting from 20.07.2016 until
27.08.2016. Famous artists from Greece and abroad
including Alkistis Protopsalti, Pantelis Thalassinos and
many more.
For info on the 2016 Loutraki Festival visit
www.loutrakifestival.com

See more:
/Loutraki-Festival

www.loutrakifestival.com

FESTIVAL LOUTRAKIOU

FESTIVALS & EVENTS

Closely cooperating with all creative and artistic teams in our region, Loutraki Festival aims to
promote our cultural heritage and exhibit the archaeological sites and cultural centers of our
destination, always with respect and honor towards the artists and the places.

FESTIVALS & EVENTS

FESTIVAL LOUTRAKIOU

A vibrant and expanding audience from Greece and abroad welcomed Loutraki Festival with
enthusiasm and up-tempo mood in 2015, with most of the performances being sold-out
before staging.
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Christmas Celebrations
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Loutraki Carnival
The Loutraki Carnival (Karnavali Loutrakiou) is
one of the largest carnivals in Greece with a
history of over 20 years. The Carnival festivities
are organized by the Municipality of Loutraki,
Perachora, Agioi Thoedoroi every year, lasing
throughout the Apokries season and
culminating on the weekend before Clean
Monday.
The Loutraki Carnival includes a broad array of
festivities and events including masquerade
parties, traditional events of local culture clubs
and association, traditional Greek dancing
events, Treasure Hunt games and many more.
The highlight events include the Grand Parade
on the Sunday before Clean Monday with
numerous satirical floats followed by an endless
stream of groups, each one with an individual
theme around which their costumes are
designed. The parade is watched by thousands
of people in the street and balconies and it is
usually followed by an open air concert.
The Closing Ceremony takes place on the
beach of Loutraki where the Carnival King is
burned and fireworks light up the sky.

Visit The picturesque village of
Perachora on Clean Monday &
watch the famous
“Trata dance”, a traditional
Greek dance that takes place on
a prominent spot of the village
and hundreds of locals and
visitors watch it
every year.

Agioi Theodoroi Carnival

An amazing carnival with plenty of events,
a big parade and many festivities is hosted
in Agioi Theodoroi every year. The Agioi
Theodoroi Carnival gathers more than
1.000 participants and it is very popular in
the Region of Korinthia.

Loutraki organizes every Christmas, festivities open to the public with the
participation of local trade associations, art clubs, the Philharmonic
Orchestra of the city and various cultural groups.

Events like the “Lighting of the Christmas
Tree” and the annual Santa Run are
spreading the Christmas Spirit all around.
Many experiential and interactive events also
take place in Christmas time including
Live Cooking and tasting of local recipes
by restaurant owners and chefs, Wine Tasting
by local producers, Arts & Crafts for children
by art groups and much more.

FESTIVALS & EVENTS

FESTIVALS & EVENTS

TIP
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Giarenti Dance

FESTIV

FestivArt is an annual forum,
taking place every August,
with the aim to communicate arts
and creative expression and
appealling to all ages and all social
groups. Its purpose is to provide an
opportunity for young artists to
emerge exposing and promoting
their work in exhibitions, events and
in events included in the program.

FestivArt is organized by Lab2Art
under the auspices of the
Municipality of Loutraki,
Perachora, Agioi Theodoroi.

Fair of “Our Holy Lady
Giatrissa”
Every year, on the 8th of September,
Loutraki celebrates the miraculous icon
of our Holy Lady “Giatrissa”, the healer
with a magnificent fair that lasts 3 days.
Faithfull Orthodox Christians from all
over Greece visit Loutraki during the fair
to pay respect on the miraculous icon
and celebrate its grace.

Many international festivals take place
during summer in Loutraki, featuring
dancing, arts, and performance staging
from various countries including Cyprus,
Italy and Russia.
Many other cultural and artistic events
are organized throughout the year, so,
keep looking the Calendar in visitloutraki.com.

FESTIVALS & EVENTS

FESTIVALS & EVENTS

ART

The Giarenti Dance is organized every
year by the Perachora Cultural Club.
The dance takes place on Easter Monday
in the village of Perachora. The priests of
the 2 big churches of the village Holy
Mary and Taxiarches, signal the beginning
of the dance. Dancers with folklore
costumes enter the churches and start
dancing Giarenti. The dance proceeds outside
the church area and both dancing groups meet
on the central square of the village where the dancing and celebrating culminates in a
festive atmosphere!
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Folklore
Arts
&
Cultural
Clubs
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Ivykos Folklore & Cultural Club
Ivykos was established on 1984 and it is the largest Cultural Club in Loutraki counting more than 600
active members and a total of 380 folklore dancers. Ivykos organizes festivals and events every summer
in Loutraki and various other occasions year-round. Furthermore, Ivykos organizes cultural conferences
and events and the club is also very active in cultural exchanges with other European countries both as
a host and as a visitor.

Loutraki Cultural Club
Loutraki Cultural club is a very active folklore club organizing events with traditional dancing and cultural
performances on an annual basis.

Perachora Cultural Club

Established in 1980, the Perachora Cultural Club is one of the most prominent Folklore Clubs in the
Municipality. The basic purpose underlining the operation of the club is to maintain the traditions and
customs of the area and pass it on to the new generations. Experienced instructors teach traditional
genuine dances in more than 100 dancers, aged from 4 to 84 years of age! The club boasts spectacular
performances both in Greece and abroad holding a key role in the local cultural affairs.

Isthmia Cultural Club
The Isthmia Cultural Club is one of the most important folklore clubs in the Municipality. The club
organizes dancing festivals and events throughout the year. Further to dancing and performances, the
club has taken many important initiatives including the effort to revive the Ancient Isthmian Games, one
of the most famous sporting institutions in Ancient Greece with participating athletes from all over the
country.

Hey there!
Feel free to like our official facebook pages:
www.facebook.com/VisitLoutraki
www.facebook.com/CityofLoutrakiOfficial

FESTIVALS & EVENTS

FESTIVALS & EVENTS

Loutraki and the wider area of the Municipality has centuries-old folklore customs and traditions that
are celebrated throughout the city’s history. Folklore & Cultural clubs hold a prominent role when it
comes to educating youth on traditional customs and passing them on from generation to generation.

ALEXANDREIO

CONVENTION CENTER

The “ALEXANDREIO” Conference Centre in Loutraki is

an ultramodern multi-purpose centre, of the latest
technological infrastructure.

Able to host business and cultural events of high standards,
Alexandreion includes multi-purpose rooms, an
amphitheatre able to seat 400 people, large foyer, wardrobe,
restaurant, interpretation and translation services, private
veranda with incredible view & spacious parking.
Eleftheriou Venizelou - 0,5 kilometer Isthmos Loutraki
+30 2744 021124
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Water Fun
Enjoy the coolness that park’s pools provide, in several ways depending on your
mood. Diving, swimming, relaxation and fun trails in lazy river, are only a few things
you’re going to experience in Water Fun! The main pool sized 670 sq.m., leads in wet
& dry bar where you can luxuriate a drink or refreshment without leaving the cool
water! A 300 sq.m. child pool is equipped with 3 water slides, cool mushrooms and
other games, constituting a magical world for children!
For moments of relaxation, the fun track with lifebuoys in lazy river is a must! (total
length of 80 meters). Finally, two more pools sized 180 and 150 square meters each,
are the host parts of slides games.
23rd old Avenue
Athens-Corinthos, Isthmus
+30 27410 81400

Sportcamp
The largest private Sports &
Recreation Center in Greece!
SPORTCAMP is the largest most
comprehensive private Sports &
Recreation Center in Greece,
operating since 1978. In an easily
accessible location, the center
provides high standards services,
along with superior facilities and
the support of an experienced team.
Katounistra, Loutraki
+30 2744 066860
SportcampLoutraki
www.sportcampgroup.gr

The leading sports kids’ summer camp
in Greece!
Since 1978, SPORTCAMP has been safely
organizing and hosting sports kids’ summer
camps! SPORTCAMP provides international
camp programs specially designed for the
needs of kids and teenagers from abroad
who visit Greece for the summer.
Sportcamp.kids

WaterfunIsthmosKorinthou
www.waterfun.gr

THEMED BUSINESSES & VENUES
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The coolest place to be, every summer!

The Centre For Hellenism Damianos Foundation is
located in an enchanting place, at the foot of the
Geraneia mountains overlooking the Alkyonides
Islands in the Corinthian Bay. The Centre For
Hellenism Damianos Foundation was established in
1996 and is a non-profitable organisation that aims
at the promotion of the Greek ideals and values on
a national and an international level.
Since 2002, the Centre For Hellenism has created
the Garden of Greek Civilisation and Culture
Schinos

+0030 210 4290620

Mediterranean Center of Rehabilitation
Tucked away in the green foothills of the mountain, is one of the most modern
rehabilitation centers in Europe. The MEDITERRANEAN CENTER FOR
REHABILITATION is located here in the beautiful Loutraki, overlooking the Corinthian
Gulf, the Gerania Mountain range and Acrocorinth. The MEDITERRANEAN opened its
doors in May 2014. it undertakes patients with conditions and disabilities due to
neurological, musculoskeletal and cardiorespiratory systems, orthopedic conditions
and all kinds of motor disability. It also provides treatment and care for people with
multiple sclerosis, chronic pain, sports injuries, cerebral palsy, etc.
The MEDITERRANEAN CENTRE FOR REHABILITATION is the creation of a family that
gives this center its unique identity offering a familiar and safe environment seamlessly
combined with qualified medical staff and the latest equipment.

Katounistra, Loutraki
+30 2744 114 000

Mesogeiako.Kentro.Apokatastasis
www.meska.gr
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Centre for Hellenism
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Loutraki Municipal Stadium
“CHRISTOS THODIS”
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Loutraki Municipal Indoor Hall
“GALANOPOULOS”
Loutraki Municipal Swimming Center
The new outdoor Loutraki Municipal
Swimming Centre, K1 category.
It is constructed according to the
Olympic requirements and it has two
heated pools:

Agioi Theodoroi Municipal
Indoor Hall

25 x 21 x 2m, 8 anti-wave lanes
50 x 21 x 2m, 8 anti-wave lanes

Fully equipped wooden floor suitable for
basketball, volleyball, handball and
gymnastics! Galanopoulos has hosted
many events and finals of tournaments
and championships that have taken place i
n Loutraki.

The modern Municipal Swimming Centre
of Loutraki is equipped with starting
blocks, audio start system, electronic
touch panel, electronic timing equipment,
water polo goals, etc.
It may host any kind of training in
aquatics, as well as any major competition.

A fully equipped Indoor Hall with wooden
surface suitable for Basketball & Volleyball.

THEMED BUSINESSES & VENUES
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Soccer field with grass carpet and 6 lanes
track of soft surface, with the needed
equipment for all jumping, throwing and
track & field events.

Spanopoulos Argonautics

Navsiploia Aegaiou S.A

Corinth Canal Boat Tour

Corinth canal crossing, daily cruises.
The ship can be rent privately.

www.spanopoulos-group.com
6942542548 - 6951005163

www.canalcruise.gr

Tech Diving Team Dive Center

Crostaceo Dive Centre and
Watersports Club

+30 2744021937,6942980600,
6943620772

Daily from April to November the team
organizes boat excursions both in the
Saronic and the Corinthian gulf. The
programs include, Snorkeling, Scuba
Diving, Dolphin watching, Photo Safari,
Archaeological site seeing, trekking etc.
www.techdivingteam.gr
00306945321862

The Lake Water Sports Club
Highly experienced in coaching kids,
teenagers and & adults, the Lake Water
Sports Club provides excellent water
sports training in an ideal setting in the
Heraion Lagoon! Don’t hesitate to contact
George and Vania for further details.
Heraion Lagoon, Loutraki
+30 698 169 9990
www.loutrakiwatersports.gr

TLWSC

Premium Dive Centre & Watersports Club
located within the deluxe Poseidon Resort
offering the widest possible range of
recreational and technical diving ,
watersports such as waterskiing, wakeboard,
jet-skis, banana, rings, discs, aquaglide,
phantom, pedal boat, canoe.
4th klm Loutraki-Perachora str.
+302744068098 +306973317458
+306945320651
www.crostaceo.gr
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Dedakis Real Estate
DEDAKIS REAL ESTATE based in the town of Loutraki, Corinthia, is delighted to be
able to offer their quality services in the Real Estate & Property market.
Having operated for many years years in the real estate industry, we have built a
reputation of being a real estate agent with experience,offering quality & friendly
services.
+3 027440 28988, +306946-939381

OASIS AQUASPA

Luxury Spa facilities & treatments located in the 5* Club Hotel Casino Loutraki.
World and relaxing MASSAGES / Rejuvenating FACIALS / Scrubs and BODY
TREATMEMTS, HAIR DRESSER SALON / MANICURE & PEDICURE & NAILS
Treatments /SWIMMING POOL / 1 SAUNA / 3 JACUZZIS/ STEAM BATH HAMMAM
/GYM with sea view.
www.clubhotelloutraki.gr
+30 2744 060 321

Open-Air Cinemas

When visiting Loutraki during the summertime, don’t miss the authentic
Greek open-air cinema experience. Under the starry sky, right next to the sea,
enjoying the sea breeze, the stars of the movie screen are even more alluring in
this dreamy landscape. Relax in your seat, enjoy your refreshment and dive
into the summer night.

Electra Open-Air Cinema

#visitloutraki
We have a very active & interesting
instagram feed as well!
Follow us & follow visitor’s beautiful pics

G. Lekka 9, Loutráki

+302744 028757

/ cine.ilektra

from Loutraki’s top spots!
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PEIN 5, LOUTRAKI
www.dedakisrealestate.com
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TRAVEL AGENCIES
& CAR RENTAL

Find the best deal for your ideal trip to Loutraki.
Incoming private or group tours, coaches, car rentals,
organized tours and excursions, corporate events and
team building, themed events and gala dinners,
everything is planned and realized in absolute
professionalism by the incoming travel agencies of
our destination.

L DESTINATION
Located in Loutraki, the travel agency "L destination",
part of Mantas Hotels & Tourism Enterprises SA, with
the guarantee of the history and the large experience
of 45 years in the hotels and tourism business, specialist
of incoming tourism, offers completely travel services
for individuals and groups, and for all forms of tourism in
Loutraki and in the Peloponnese.
Damaskinou 2B
www.l-destination.gr

+302744021414

LIVAS TRAVEL

Allou Travel Services is a modern and reliable travel agency
that dynamically entered the field of tourism in 2004 based in
Loutraki, with the aim of providing comprehensive packages of
services across the spectrum of the tourist industry.
Kountourioti 1, Loutraki
www.alloutravel.gr

+302744068040

3, Ancient Port of Korinthos
www.livastravel.gr

+302741089508

LM TOURS & CRUISES
LM RENT A CAR
A well experienced travel agency since 1980!

HERAION TOURS
HERAION TOURS is a flexible and dynamic company
with a forty years presence in the tourist market with its
own private fleet of luxurious and fully equipped coaches.
Entrust us, because here in Heraion, we can understand
and respect your needs.
L. KATSONI 2 & ETHN. ANTISTASIS - LOUTRAKI
+3027440652012
www.heraiontours.com

El. Venizelou str. 67B

+3027440-62972

We are willing to offer you the knowledge and services
to help you organize your trips.
Here you can find organized tours, flight and ferry,
tickets, hotel reservations, money transfer.
In our company you can find a car to meet your
needs.
+302744064919
SQ 25 MARTIOU 8
lmtours.gr www.lmtours.gr
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SPORT TRAVEL (Member of
Sportcamp Group)
The ideal travel agency for athletes from all over the
world! Combining sports preparations & events with
holidays in Greece and Peloponnese in particular,
Sport travel creates custom made travel packages that
fit perfectly to the needs of sports clubs and organizations!
+30 27440 23999

PO Box 150, Loutraki, 20300

Livas Travel was established in 1995 and is
considered to be a leading Travel agent for groups,
individuals and incentives.

ALLOU TRAVEL

With our long work experience and the modern vehicles
of our company we are ready to meet all your
transportation needs.

SPORTS VILLAGE TOUR
Our agency is dedicated to organise training camps for
adults and children from foreign countries. We offer sport
and recreation package tours in cooperation with hotels
and camps of region. Gastronomic package tours in
cooperation with traditional restaurants,small companies
that produce local products, where you can taste them.
Package tours for disabled people.
Kapodistriou 2, Loutraki
www.sport-village.gr

+30 6932581436

VIP TOURS STAUROS POULIS
Being active in the field of tourism for more than ten years,
we are glad to inform you about our new and fully
equipped buses.Pleasant trips in Attica ,Peloponnese or
anywhere you prefer,at the best prices.
Don’t hesitate to contact with us!
Loutraki Korinthias El. Venizelou 11

+306944533525/
6972837060

TRAVEL AGENCIES & CAR RENTALS

TRAVEL AGENCIES & CAR RENTALS
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LOUTRAKI RENT A CAR

48
hours
in Loutraki
A memorable
weekend!

Check in

Take a hike

Lunch on the run

Choose a hotel in Loutraki
center or the outskirts of the
city depending on your
preferences. Immerse into
luxurious amenities by staying
in one of Loutraki’s five star
deluxe hotels and relish an
upscale experience.

No matter where your hotel is
located, Loutraki is a city to walk.
So walk the city center, pass
through the central park,
discover the old parts of the
city, enter the old Thermal
Springs and get acquainted
with the architecture of the
colonades while drinking some
water from the Thermal Spring.

Welcome to Loutraki
Gastronomy 101 course!
Loutraki features delightful
gastronomy options with plenty
of restaurants for all tastes and
quality local products. We
suggest to start your
gastronomic experience with a
traditional seafood restaurant
“ouzeri’ on the Loutraki
promenade and taste the fruits
of the sea with local drinks like
ouzo & tsipouro.

Day 1
Cruise the Corinthian
Gulf
Go to the port of Loutraki, get
onboard on one of the boats
that perform the Corinth Canal
Crossing and pass through this
amazing canal. If you are lucky
you may come across one of the
adventure lovers that perform
breathtaking bungee jumping
falls on the canal. If you too are
bold enough you can view the
canal as bungee jumper as well!

Take an afternoon dive
Time for a little relaxation, visit
the Loutraki central beach, Blue
Flag awarded year after year, lay
on a sunbed, drink your
refreshment and swim, swim,
swim!

Grab a Coffee
You will drink your first coffee
in the Loutraki promenade!
Walk all the way across, choose
the café where you will drink
a Freddo Cappuccino or better
yet, a Greek cup of coffee,
accompanied by local
mignardises sweets,
“loukoumia” of Loutraki.

Hop on-Hop off
In your way back, take the hop
on – hop off train from the park!
You will pass from the new port
of the city and watch the boats
as they shake smoothly into the
sea. From Loutraki Waterfalls
and the city center to the
Loutraki Casino, the train will
take you anywhere!

Gaze the famous Loutraki sunset

Dine in Style

No matter what you are doing, on sunset time, you stop everything,
pick a relaxing spot facing towards the sea and gaze the sunset.
Everyday, nature draws a new painting with lively colors and
innumerable shades that will astonish you every time. This is the
Loutraki sunset with passionate fans from all over the world, many of
them have voted it as the best sunset in Greece. It’s up to you to
decide if this statement is true!

Lunch was modest but your first
dinner in Loutraki will be an
event. Seafood restaurant,
Sushi, Mediterranean cuisine,
Greek style taverna on the
seafront or in a height with birds
eye view, this will be a dinner for
all senses. Accompany your
selections with wine of excellent
quality by local estates and
wineries from the nearby city
of Nemea.

Live like a jetsetter
Party time! Go to one or more
of the famous coastal beach
bars and sip your cocktail
enjoying the sea breeze or visit
the Loutraki Casino and live like
a jetsetter.. The party lasts as
long you can take as Loutraki is
a city that never sleeps.

Take a ride
The Gerania Mountains are full
of pleasant surprises and natural
beauties for you to discover.

Go to church
Sunday morning seek a spitirual
experience in one of the many
churches or monasteries in
Loutraki. We propose a visit to
the Gerania Mountainsin the
monastery of Osios Patapios.
Admire the architecture and be
amazed by the carte-postal
view of the Corinthian Gulf.

1st Stop - Pissia
On the road to Perachora, take
a right turn and through a marvelous route full of trees reach
the picturesque village of Pissia.
Stop for some time, drink a
Greek coffee in a traditional
“kafeneio” before you hit the
road again.

2nd Stop – Schinos &
Mavrolimni

3rd Stop – Skalosia
beach

After Pissia, drive through the
mountains for a while and
reach the Schinos, A coastal,
graphic village with alluring
beaches, beach bars and
seafood taverns with delicious
food. Have brunch by the
beach and don’t forget to visit
Mavrolimni, the favorite port of
yachts and sailing boats.

Return from Schinos through an
alternative route that crosses all
the northern beaches. On your
way you will pass from Strava,
Skalosia and Mylokopi. We
propose to reach Skalosia
beach for a swim. Stop your car
at the end of the road and take
down the stairs to heaven.
Experience a calm swim in
totally clear waters.
page

Have an afternoon
wellness break

Evening in Agioi Theodoroi
Agioi Theodoroi, is the region of Ancient Krommyona,. The magnificent
Geraneia Mountains stand imposing above Agioi Theodoroi, which got
its name from the traditional little church. Deep blue sea, small and
picturesque taverns, traditional food and relaxation at the shore of the S
aronic Gulf: is what Agioi Theodoroi is all about. Don’t miss a visit to the
old railway station constructed by the architect Ernst Ziller. Dine in one
of the traditional Greek restaurants by the sea and finish your evening
with a drink in one of the hype beach bars.

After your morning road trip,
the Loutraki Thermal Spa is the
ultimate place for you. Start
with a hydrotherapy in the
pools of the spa. Go on with a
session of sauna or hamam &
finish with a massage of hot
stones! On your way out you
will feel revived and revitalized.

4th Stop – Vouliagmeni
lake
After your swim, continue on
the same roab, Vouliagmeni
lake is nearby. An island-like
destination, a lake that is so old
and yet so refreshing. The
perfect place for lunch in one of
the restaurants. For sea sport
lovers, this is the ideal spot for
water ski or wakeboard.

48
hours
in Loutraki
Day 2

6th Stop – Melagavi lighthouse
Last stop of this ride before returning to Loutraki is the Melagavi
lighthouse. Voted as one on the most beautiful lighthouses in Greece,
this incredible lighthouse is more than 105 years old. Melagavi was
built in 1897 on the Agrilaos peninsula, in the golf of Alkyonides
Islands.

5th Stop – Heraion
Sanctuary
Just a breath away from
Vouliagmeni lake the Heraion
Sanctuary is an imposing
archaeological site. Stop there,
take the way down to the
temple of Goddess Hera, feel
the energy! Don’t miss a chance
to watch locals and tourists
to perform spectacular cliff
jumps!

Ancient Corinth

Visit to Nemea & the roads of Wine
Nemea, a 20 minute drive from Loutraki, has a centuries- long tradition in
viticulture and winemaking especially with the red variety called “Agiorgitiko”,
one of the most popular wine varieties in Greece. If you wish to follow the
Wine Routes, the “Domaine Papaioannou” and “Semeli” wineries are open
to visitors by prior arrangement. The archaeological site of Ancient Nemea is
the second most important reason to visit the area. The main sites are the
Sanctuary of Zeus (4th century BC), which includes the ruins of the majestic
temple with columns in Doric, Ionic and Corinthian order, and the stadium
(320 BC), where the Nemean Games – one of the four major sporting events
of ancient times – were held to honor Zeus.

Trips &
Nearby
Tours

In a 20 minute distance from Loutraki, the
archaeological site of Ancient Corinth
features the impressive temple of God
Apollo & remnants of the Temple of
Aphrodite, the Temple of Octavia, the
Roman Forum and the Sacred Spring. The
Archaeological Museum of Ancient Corinth
contains a number of artifacts of religious
interest, including inscriptions of Gallio and
Erastus, both mentioned in the Book of Acts;
a synagogue inscription, menorah reliefs, &
votive offerings of terracotta body parts to
Asklepios.

Epidaurus Theatre

Mycenae

In a canyon, in 340 BC, an Argos architect Polykleitos
the Younger, built, according to Pausanias, the theatre of
Epidaurus. Amongst all the ancient theatres, Epidaurus
theatre is the most beautiful and best preserved with a
capacity of 13,000 spectators. Great actors have acted at
such as Alexis Minotis, Thanos Kotsopoulos, Anna
Synodinou, Thanasis Vengos, Hollywood Actors Kevin
Spacey and Ithan Hawke and the famous Greek soprano
Maria Kallas.

The archaeological sites of Mycenae and Tiryns are the
imposing ruins of the two greatest cities of the
Mycenaean civilization, which dominated the eastern
Mediterranean world from the 15th to the 12th
century B.C. and played a vital role in the development
of classical Greek culture. These two cities are
indissolubly linked to the Homeric epics, the Iliad & the
Odyssey , which have influenced European art and
literature for more than three millennia.
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1. Loutraki, 1950
2. The first Thermal Spa Building, 1910
3. Casino, 1930 - Outside the halls of Casino
4. Traditional confectionery, Kasino
5. Loutraki Stamp
6. The port, 1960
7. Eleftherios Venizelos at Loutraki that he loved, 1910

Between the
glorious past &
the much
promising future.
#loutrakivintage

#visitloutraki
New! #loutrakisunset
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